


The best performing 
indirect spend control 

solution on the market 
- that dramatically 

increases the control 
and visibility you 

have over what your 
organisation spends for 

all types of goods and 
services.

KEY BUSINESS DRIVERS

Independent research continues to 
indicate that the following market 
conditions are making indirect spend 
control a corporate priority:

> Continued pressures to reduce 
   costs in the face of increasing 
   energy, transportation, and supply 
   prices and new supply constraints.

> Pressures to ensure compliance with 
   negotiated contracts.

> Goals to integrate environmentally 
   sound choices into supply-chain 
   management and nurture supply 
   chain sustainability.

> Growing regulations require 
   companies to establish and 
   document business controls, 
   procedures for tracking and 
   reporting material business 
   information, procedures and 
   systems for ensuring compliance 
   and auditing.

> Pressures to extend the value of 
   existing sourcing, procurement and 
   ERP technology investments.

> Goals to improve product 
   development and inventory 
   management operations through 
   elimination of waste and redundant 
   or unnecessary parts.

> Increased availability of technology 
   designed to automate, streamline, 
   and enhance spend data extraction, 
   cleansing, classification and analysis 
   processes.



With Vantage, we routinely help organisations 
release savings of 40% on their indirect spend. 

Underestimating the potential gains from effective 
indirect spend control and overestimating the effort 
involved is costing companies in unrealised savings 
and efficiencies

As technology drives organisations faster and faster, the 
tipping point at which indirect spend is considered ‘not 
worth’ chasing, or managing, or controlling, has shifted.

For Vantage customers, budgets that 
used to be considered unmanageable 
are managed. Spend that wasn’t worth 
it, becomes part of the ongoing success 
of the business growth strategy. Indirect 
spend just becomes, spend – identified, 
managed and controlled in the same way 
as any other important corporate spend. 

Significant savings can be realised from a greater focus on indirect spend by applying our 
unique combination of:

1.  Purpose-built, cloud based, mobile ready spend control and procurement platform 
2.  Industry leading bundle of managed products and services
3.  Smart TransitionSM approach of implementation and seamless category onboarding
4.  Integrated supply chain capability, UK wide

Reduce vendors 
by 80%

Reduce administration 
by 80%

Reduce hard costs 
by 25%

Effortless 
implementation

Intuitive shopping 
experience

Exceptional spend 
control

Reduce carbon 
footprint by 87.5%
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AN A TO Z OF INDIRECT SPEND

Indirect spend covers the sourcing 
and procurement of all goods and 
services that are essential to daily 
business operations. Whilst no two 
organisations are the same and 
the delineation between direct and 
indirect spend continues to blur, 
indirect spend categories commonly 
include:

> Business Gifts & Merchandise
> Business Print
> Catering Supplies
> Coffee & Vending
> Contract Cleaning
> Data Services
> Document Shredding
> Document Storage & Archiving
> General Stationery
> Health & Safety
> Hybrid Mail
> Janitorial & Hygiene
> Lone Worker Protection
> Mailroom & Warehouse
> Managed Print Services
> Office Interiors
> Paper Products
> Recycling & Waste Management
> Technology Consumables
> Technology Support
> Toner Ink & Media Storage
> VoIP/Telecoms
> Water
> Workwear & PPE



Indirect spend is often considered as insignificant. 
Organisations therefore underestimate the influence 
on the bottom line that the failure to effectively 
control indirect spend cost, terms and conditions, 
supplier performance specifications and performance 
management have on the bottom line.

Our clients’ successes are testament to the fact that 
even a 5% reduction in indirect spend can translate to 
a 1% to 3% impact on the bottom line.

Indirect spend is one of the few areas in an 
organisation that still provides ample opportunities 

to reduce costs and improve bottom-line profits.

Whilst indirect spend can account for only 20% of 
expenditure, it can represent 80% of the supply chain. 
It’s this disproportionate burden that is typically 
characterised by:

> multiple product and service categories
> a multitude of suppliers
> high volume of transactions
> low transaction values
> supply chain risk
> significant invoicing and administrative burden
> poor data visibility
> a high number of stakeholders
> lack of effective control
> systems and data unique to each supplier
> minimal accountability of suppliers
> low cost awareness8020

> lost early payment discounts
> supply disruptions that create operational costs
> non-compliance & maverick spending
> seemingly low potential savings
> lack of expertise in the high number of categories
> local personal relationships with suppliers

It can quickly appear that the idea of tackling indirect 
spend effectively can seem overwhelming. This 
apparent complexity is frequently seen as a barrier for 
companies that want to achieve quick and sustainable 
cost savings.

Indirect spend is also seen as a low-value and low-risk 
area to manage, and the potential cost savings are 
underestimated and overlooked by management or 
delegated to inexperienced staff.

80% of spend value 20% of spend value

20% of suppliers, transactions & invoices 80% of suppliers, transactions & invoices

££

Direct Spend Indirect Spend
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Delivering real
bottom-line value
Reducing Cost
Exactly how do we create significant savings?

> highly competitive pricing across multiple categories
> economies of scale across bundled categories
> reduction in consumption
> prevention of unnecessary and unauthorised purchases
> better matching of what is purchased to actual needs
> a reduction in maverick and off-contract buying
> rationalisation and standardisation
> reduction in pilferage, waste and obsolescence
> reduction in stock value
> a reduction in occurrences of erroneous payments, late 
   charges or lost early payment discounts
> a reduction in occurrences of supply disruptions 
   that create unnecessary operational costs

Reducing Administration
Exactly how do we reduce the administrative burden?

> one account, one control system and one monthly 
   invoice
> near zero transaction processing 
> a reduction in Accounts Payable processing
> a reduction in the time needed to manage suppliers
> efficient buying & order processing organisation-wide
> improved distribution efficiencies across the supply 
   chain
> many routine administrative functions streamlined
> elimination of pulling data from multiple sources
> resolving incomplete and inaccurate data 
> time saved in managing compliance



A complete indirect spend control solution 
that can deliver a 40% cost reduction 

With Vantage, we are changing the way in which 
enterprises scrutinise and control their indirect spend - 
with transformational results.

We achieve this through a unique combination of three 
components:

1.  application of our purpose-built, cloud based, mobile 
    ready spend control platform 

2.  bundling of our industry leading range of managed 
     products & services

3.  optimised and integrated supply chain management

When integrated, these elements deliver an enterprise-
wide solution that realises substantial levels of ‘spend 
under management’ bringing tangible cost reduction, 
streamlined workflows and visibility into a previously 
invisible area of corporate spend.

The attainable value is significant. Vantage will:

> deliver quick and sustainable cost savings
> reduce the total cost of your procurement
> increase efficiency and reduce workload across your 
   business
> increase control and visibility of your expenditure
> allow you to consolidate, reducing supplier numbers

SPEND 
CONTROL 
PLATFORM

OPTIMISED 
SUPPLY CHAIN

BUNDLE OF 
MANAGED 
SERVICES

Sustainability
We help Sustainability teams 
embed sustainability into their 
supply chain management:

> Reduction in deliveries
> Sustainable logistics
> Conservation of energy
> Fleet efficiency
> Waste management
> Recycled packaging

Facilities
We help Facilities teams with 
their supply chain and workflow 
goals:

> Spend control
> Enable compliance
> Reduction in time needed to 
   manage multiple suppliers
> Dynamic approval workflows
> Full mobile access
> Effortless employee adoption

Finance
We help Finance teams with 
their cost management, 
visibility and efficiency goals:

> 40% cost reduction
> 360o financial oversight
> Spend visibility & analytics
> Cut in invoice processing
> Budget management
> Adaptive to growth 
> Transfer of risk

The most successful solutions always deliver real benefits to everyone involved. Vantage achieves this objective - especially for budget holders and their staff 
- as they typically make up 90% of all users.

Users
We help Users with their 
usability, time saving and 
control goals:

> Learn once, use anywhere 
   interface
> Consumer-like shopping 
   experience
> Single common platform
> Full mobile access
> Departmental control

Risk
We help Risk teams with a 
highly secure, complete chain 
of custody transparency: 

> Authorised for access to MOD 
   and even nuclear locations
> Only fully vetted, audited 
   and trustworthy personnel 
   are accessing your premises
> Out of hours capability
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Vantage brings the power to see, analyse and 
control all of your indirect spend to your fingertips

Spend Analysis Category Analysis

Compliance KPIs Spend Alerts

Cost Centre Analysis Budgetary Control

Financial Oversight Order Placement

Vantage exploits the latest cloud technologies to provide 
real-time, on-demand visibility of total combined spend; 
automatically classified and enriched. Analytics delivered 
through intelligent dashboards enable ‘slice and dice’ 
capability displayed on mobile devices. Customisable 
alerts enable users to identify where money is spent and 
rein in maverick spending.

Increasing Control
Exactly how do we increase control?

> 360o financial oversight
> comprehensive cloud-based, mobile-ready spend 
   analysis tools
> powerful, intuitive, ready-to-use analytics to provide 
   instant visibility
> aggregation of accurate and complete data
> embedded budgetary management
> automated notifications and alerts
> spend analysis by multiple dimensions such as 
   category, cost centre and department 
> track spending patterns

The benefit of data-driven spend control:

> identify opportunities to generate further savings
> identify and mitigate risks
> improve process efficiencies
> improve financial and operational performance
> enable and simplify compliance management
> reduce product proliferation

Imagine the insights you’d have if you 
could see all your spend in one place.

OFFICE 
SUPPLIES

BUSINESS 
PRINT

MPS

OFFICE 
INTERIORS

OFFICE
CLEANING

OFFICE 
WATER

OFFICE 
INTERIORS

FM

EOS

MAIL
ROOM

VENDING



Mobile

Intuitive Design

Real TimeCloud Based

Dashboards SecureReady-To-Use

Purpose-Built

Powerful feature set designed 
to make spend control easier, 

faster and simpler
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The proof is in our customers’ success

Smart business decisions are based on robust evidence and proof of success.

Whilst, United customers tend to be innovative, forward-thinking organisations, 
leading the field in best practice, the difficult truth is that our customers don’t 

There are over 100 users ordering online 
in 7 locations with multiple deliveries 
and cost centres. They wanted to 
reduce the number of their suppliers 
by consolidating effectively. Our online 
ordering platform with authorisation 
controls is a huge benefit with the vast 
number of users.

Following a competitive tender process, 
United were tasked with rebuilding 
a robust and reliable online ordering 
system, including customised billing and 
reporting and bespoke delivery to over 
200 locations for multiple categories.

United offer JDW a complete single 
source solution with nationwide 
coverage across all of their estates. We 
have consolidated their supply chain, 
reducing suppliers, orders, delivery, and 
administration to name a few through 
a fully integrated system. We offer 
bespoke sourcing of products and new 
product development with 99.6% product 
availability and a 52 weeks service.

17% 30%
Reduction in 
annual expenditure

Reduction in 
annual expenditure

11 product & service categories 
onboarded.

16 product & service categories 
onboarded.

12 product & service categories 
onboarded.

We have worked with Churchill since 
June 2014 having been selected to 
support a supplier consolidation project 
via a customised online ordering portal. 
Since implementation we have enabled 
consolidation from multiple suppliers to a 
single, customised website with bespoke 
spend authorisation and delivery to 80+ 
locations, including home addresses for 
remote workers.

24%
Reduction in 
annual expenditure

10 product & service categories 
onboarded.

care too much about our innovation or our products; they do care about the 
results we can help them achieve. With over 3,000 customers across the UK, we 
have plenty of success to share, here are just a few high profile examples:

Substantial savings in time, energy, 
management time, efficiency, 
technology, support, electronic 
trading and logistics to deliver an 
exceptional customer experience.   

Condé Nast is a world leader in publishing 
and mass communications.

Mace Group is a global consultancy and 
construction firm.

Wetherspoon is a national chain of pubs 
and hotels employing 35,000 staff.

A cleaning, catering, security, compliance 
and maintenance organisation.



United provide a fully stock managed 
solution for all of Sanlam’s printed 
stationery across 26 different sites. In 
addition to this , the service and next 
day fulfilment levels have exceeded 
expectations.

United have completely streamlined 
Hargreaves procurement processes, 
rationalising their vendor base and 
simplifying their supply chain. United also 
print and stock manage all of Hargreaves 
printed stationery as well as providing a 
cost effective MPS solution to assist them 
in the smooth running of their business.

Unite Students hadn’t implemented 
a single source solution across their 
locations with their previous suppliers. 
Through working with them, United 
matched every product list at every 
location to ensure zero disruption. In 
addition, we proactively standardised 
their core list, ensuring their monthly 
spend was reduced by 26%

31% 34%
Reduction in 
annual expenditure

Reduction in 
annual expenditure

10 product & service categories 
onboarded.

10 product & service categories 
onboarded.

12 product & service categories 
onboarded.

We optimised procurement processes, 
reducing their indirect spend to enable 
them to be as profitable as possible. 
They have full personalised reporting, 
billing and budgeting to enable complete 
control of their costs. They order online to 
allow for all products and services to be 
available from one single location.

18%

Reduction in 
annual expenditure

11 product & service categories 
onboarded.

26%
Reduction in 
annual expenditure
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A diversified financial service provider. Hargreaves Lansdown is the UK’s 
number 1 ‘investment supermarket’. 

The UK’s leading operator of purpose 
built student accommodation.

An international publishing group and 
leading digital business.





2. Spend Control Audit 3. Discovery Report1. Data Input

Our Spend Control Audit does not cause any disruption to your normal business routine. It is also 
completely free of charge and without obligation. 

Within 21 days of completing the Spend Control Audit, we will provide you with a comprehensive 
personalised Discovery Report detailing all the attainable value.

 

> total indirect spend
> spend by supplier
> on & off contract pricing
> volumes & usage
> category suppliers
> procurement workflows
> administration workflows
> stock value & management
> contract compliance
> supply chain logictics
> supplier issues

extract raw spend data from 
internal sources

validate data to ensure accuracy 
and completeness

cleanse data to eliminate errors 
and discrepancies

classify data with our standard 
schema

benchmark against best practice 
and industry peers

analyse data with advanced 
analytics

Our data analysts are accustomed to 
working with disparate data sources; 

inaccurate and incomplete spend data; 
limited category expertise and incongruent 

naming conventions.

value
> quantification of attainable: 

   - total cost reduction
   - cost reduction by category
   - administration saving
   - workflow efficiency

supporting analysis
> total number of suppliers
> total invoices
> spend by cost centre
> measurement of contract 
   compliance
> evaluation of current 
   procurement & administration 
   workflows
> optimal planned stock levels
> standardisation & rationalisation

pricing schedule

Real spend control begins with clear spend visibility

In order to quantify the value that Vantage can deliver to your business, we start with our Spend 
Control Audit. 

Following a four pillar approach of WHO+WHAT+WHEN+WHY, we intelligently apply forensic data 
analytics to quantify the opportunities for real, meaningful cost reduction and greater efficiency.
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Concierge 
In addition to our managed products and 
services, our concierge service is available 
to our Vantage customers.

Using our extensive product expertise and 
unparalleled network of partners – our customers 
can task us with sourcing the most obscure or 
elusive of items, no matter how impossible the 
request might seem.

Dedicated to exceeding your expectations 
with exceptional service standards

Implementation
After hundreds of successful implementations, we’ve 
got it down to a science – from kick-off, all the way to 
Customer Success. Your unique spend control needs 
are our main focus. We’ve designed and distilled our 
approach into a simple methodology to get your spend 
control up and running fast.

It isn’t prudent to do everything at once. We know how 
fast your business needs to move but we’ve seen what 
makes for the most success. That’s why we typically 
recommend we roll out the number of categories in a 
phased approach. 

With Vantage, there is no need for a ‘big bang’ approach 
where you ‘go live’ with 30+ categories on one sunny 
Monday morning. Although your ultimate goal is to have 
your spend control ‘firing on all cylinders’ by covering 

the widest range of products and services, additional 
categories can be onboarded seamlessly to a schedule 
that suits your business.

Account Management
Ensuring customer success is United’s first core value and 
it doesn’t stop at go-live. That’s where your dedicated 
Customer Success Manager steps in. 

Whilst, we review the basic metrics, you’d expect any 
competent service provider to monitor:

> contract list review
> spend year to date
> number of lines and number of products
> action request lines
> next day fulfilment rate %
> order fill rates
> returns vs deliveries & stock availability
> payment history
> development in both organisations

Continuous Improvement
With Vantage, we take it beyond our customers 
expectations. It may seem a little counterintuitive, but 
we continuously look for further opportunities for you to 
spend less with us in each category.

At our quarterly Spend Control Workshops, together, we 
will review performance with the aims of:

> reducing demand
> reviewing volumes required
> considering alternative ways of filling needs
> encouraging re-use
> further simplifying or standardising specifications
> reducing portfolio ranges & complexity  

We believe that the more we can drive down costs in 
each category, the more categories you will progressively 
onboard - a win-win where we share success.
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If you have not yet addressed the savings opportunities within 
indirect spend because the number of suppliers and categories 
seem overwhelming as compared to the opportunity, we would 
like to talk with you.

productivity. efficiency. sustainability.             .

0870 890 0020

info@united-uk.com

united-uk.com/vantage
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